
IMS 202: Agenda-Setting in the News



Agenda for today 

1. Reading/Viewing/Listening 
Discussion 

2. Media effects & Agenda-setting 
Mini-Lecture

3. Newspaper Group Activity 
4. WEEK 11: Reflection Survey



Learning Goals

1. Define agenda setting and identify its role in 
how news is delivered.

2. Reflect on the ways agenda setting may 
influence our awareness of current events. 

Does understanding how media effects work help 
us to make sense of our own information 
consumption and perspectives of current events? 



Reading/Viewing/Listening 

A famous political scientist once said, "[the press] 
may not be successful in telling readers what to 
think, but it is stunningly successful in telling its 
readers what to think about." What do you think 
about this statement? How would you describe this 
statement in your own words?



Reading/Viewing/Listening 

In your own words, what is agenda-setting?



Reading/Viewing/Listening 

What's going on in this Daily Show clip from 2002?



Reading/Viewing/Listening 

What's going on 
in this Daily 
Show clip from 
2002?



Reading/Viewing/Listening 

Do you have a specific question about 
agenda-setting that you would like instructors to 
answer or clarify?



Media Effects
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Foundation for Media Effects

● Walter Lippmann’s Public Opinion (1922)
● The world outside and the pictures in our heads.
● The real environment is altogether too big, too complex, and too fleeting for 

direct acquaintance.
● We rely on media to make sense of  the world. 
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Lippmann, W. (1946). Public opinion (Vol. 1). Transaction Publishers.



Media Effects

Social, psychological, and/or 
behavioral responses occurring 
in individuals as a result of 
exposure to media messages.
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Tsfati, Y. (2011). “Media Effects.” Communication. doi: 
10.1093/obo/9780199756841-0081



Cognitive Media Effects
● The acquisition of information—what people learn, how much do 

they learn, how needs for information are satisfied or not.
● Health communication: Does this public service announcement 

inform people? 
● Political communication: Does this news story change someone’s 

mind about an issue?
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Perse, E. M., & Lambe, J. (2016). Media effects and society. Routledge.



● Cognitive media effect to explain the link 
between news reporting and public opinion.

● Media indicate to the public the main issues 
of the day through the presentation of 
news.

● Readers learn not only about a given issue, 
but also how much importance to attach to 
that issue from the amount of information 
in a news story and its position.

Agenda-Setting
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McCombs, M. E., & Shaw, D. L. (1972). The agenda-setting function of mass media. Public Opinion 
Quarterly, 36(2), 176-187; McQuail, D. (2010). McQuail's Mass Communication Theory. Sage 
publications.
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● Correspondence between the order of 

importance given in the media to issues 

and the order of significance attached to 

the same issues by individuals.

● Reflected in what the public perceives as 

the most important issues.

● Media agenda public agenda

Agenda-Setting
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● Correspondence between the order of 

importance given in the media to issues 

and the order of significance attached to 

the same issues by individuals.

● Reflected in what the public perceives as 

the most important issues.

● Media agenda public agenda
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Newspaper Group Activity



Newspaper group activity: 

Color-code top issues in The New York 
Times and Wall Street Journal
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Economy 79%

Future of Democracy 70%

Education 64%

Health care 63%

Energy policy 63%

Violent crime 61%

Policies about elections and voting 58%

Gun policy 57%

Abortion 56%

Supreme court appointments 55%

Immigration 54%

Foreign policy 54%



Economy 79%

Future of Democracy 70%

Education 64%

Health care 63%

Energy policy 63%

Violent crime 61%

Policies about elections and voting 58%

Gun policy 57%

Abortion 56%

Supreme court appointments 55%

Immigration 54%

Foreign policy 54%

Color Map:

● Economy = Red
● Future of Democracy = Orange
● Education = Brown
● Health care = Purple
● Energy policy = Dark green
● Violent crime = Light blue
● Policies about elections = Grey
● Gun policy = Light green
● Abortion = Yellow
● Supreme court = Black
● Immigration = Pink
● Foreign policy = Dark blue
● Miscellaneous = Leave blank

Top issues for voters leading up to 2022 midterms
Pew Research Center (Released Oct. 20, 2022)



Newspaper group activity 

Looking at the front pages you just 
color-coded, rank the issues in order of 
importance on the whiteboards. 



Newspaper group activity 

How do your rankings match up 
with the amount of importance 
given to issues from the Pew 
Research Center for all registered 
voters? 
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Newspaper group activity 

What about for Democratic candidate 
supporters and Republican candidate 
supporters? 



Reading/Viewing/Listening 

In your opinion, what are the top 5 
voting issues you think are the most 
important leading up to the midterm 
elections? (Examples can include gun 
policy, economy, education, health care, 
crime, abortion, immigration, climate 
change, foreign policy, etc.) List them 
below. 

Top issues for the class

1. Abortion
2. Economy
3. Gun Policy
4. Education
5. Climate Change
6. Health Care



Reading/Viewing/Listening 

Where do you usually get 
your news?

How might agenda-setting look in the way you encounter the news?



WEEK 11: EXIT TICKET

WEEK 11: EXIT TICKET

● Analyze your own news source (or 

social media feed)

● Compare how your source of news 

prioritizes issues with what you 

reported (in this week’s Ticket) were 

the top 5 most important voting 

issues leading up to the midterm 

elections.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe52DZxT3i5Dpjttn7cahs31YxgpBWgLSIYpG_OSCAqALdrpA/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe52DZxT3i5Dpjttn7cahs31YxgpBWgLSIYpG_OSCAqALdrpA/viewform

